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                    YOUR RELIABLE SOURCING PARTNER

                    We invest our resource to source your products
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                    ONE STOP IMPORT EXPORT SOLUTION

                    With SS IMEX services receives goods from UAE and Africa along with India and China simple and risk-free!
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                    QUALITY ALWAYS COMES FIRST

                    SS IMEX is dedicated to delivering best-value product and services with an uncompromising commitment to quality
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                    GLOBAL IS NOW LOCAL

                    Our knowledge and experience creates increased opportunities and market leadership for our clients globally.
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                            About SS IMEX

                        
  

            SS IMEX Pvt. Ltd. was incepted in the year 2006 in Indore as an import export company in india with the aim of offering the most effective and reliable export import services across the globe. SS IMEX is a part of the Indore based SS GROUP which also has interests in Real Estate and E-Commerce.

            The company has earned the trust of numerous clients and has grown from strength to strength. Today, the company has a dedicated team of experts who work in unison to create an unparalleled customer experience and ensure quality service delivery to all the clients. With a history of high standards of reliability and safety, SS IMEX has been instrumental in undertaking and executing client orders from across the Globe.
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                           Interio Worlds is your most trusted partner for furniture imports from China. Founded in 2005, the group specializes in China Sourcing Services for all domestic and office furnishing needs. We help bring product innovation to life by offering the expertise and assistance required to navigate international product sourcing. 
Convert sourcing into a pleasurable experience with your One Stop Import Solutions provider, so you can enjoy the variety and selection, without getting into the nitty-gritty of the process. We source various products for projects in Residential and Commercial Housing, Hospitality, HNI residences, Corporate Offices, Institutional-Education, Healthcare & more.  Read More 
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                           Agro Worlds was founded with the sole aim of instilling ease & simplicity in sourcing. It's a one-stop import-export solution provider with vast experience in international trade and global exposure in diverse areas of operation. Competitive sourcing, shipping-logistics proficiency, capability to handle large volumes and hassle-free clearances lead import-export into a smooth progression.  Read More
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                           LogiWorlds is a B2B service provider that offers competitive sourcing, shipping-logistics proficiency, the capability to handle large volumes and hassle-free clearances that lead cargo mobility into a smooth progression. We offer all modes of transportation services for shipments by air, rail, and road.  Read More 
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                         As intricate as Pharma Sourcing can get, it is essential to choose a sourcing partner competent at procurement and who possesses an in-depth knowledge of the industry within desired geographies. Many companies provide services for pharma import and export, but it takes great effort to accumulate the set of skills to make it truly different. Driven by our desire to support our clients, Mediworlds has what it takes to deliver better services in world wide emerging markets. We are proud to have established industries best practices and every project that we take is with an absolute certainty where we deliver high level of quality that our clients expect from us.

                         
                     
 
                     
                           Pharma sourcing can be logistically difficult, quite demanding in terms of financial and human resources. The global pharma industry is undergoing profound structural changes and we keep up with them by adapting our approach to the changing needs of our customers and suppliers. Mediworlds team is proactive and resourceful and seeks to work very closely to satisfy the requirements of our clients.

                     
  
                

            

        
 





        	
            	
            		
                    	
                            

                            

                        
 
                        

                        
                    

				

			

        

        	
            	
            		
                    	
                            
                            Vision

                        

                        
                           
                           
                           To become a successful and diversified global group through a process of continuous improvement and development. To be trusted and admired by our customers and respected by the industry.   

                     

                         
                    

				

			

        


        	
            	
            		
                    	
                            
                            

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        

                    

				

			

        








        	
            	
            		
                    	
                        
                            
                            We're comfortable being the geniuses behind the scenes

                        

                         
                           
                           
                           We have carefully cultivated a small team of gifted and diverse individuals, all of whom are industry superstars. By being extremely selective about our hires, we are able to invest a substantial amount of resources to attract and retain top performers.  
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                        Lakhan Yadav

                        CEO of SS Group
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                        Vishal Khandelwal

                        CMD SS Group
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                        Amrit Sharma

                        MD SS IMEX
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                        Rajendra Dhaka

                        MD SS IMEX
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                        Vaibhav Khandelwal

                        Director SS IMEX
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							Kindly drop a message, Our representative will call you shortly.
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Interior Solutions
 Agro Solutions
Logistics Solutions
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